
A DIY STEM kit to launch you
into the world of flight!
The fi rst elastic-powered airplane launcher kit allowing 
kids of all ages to design, make and scientifi cally test 
their designs. Explore the ways that material, wing 
design, launch angle, and force, affect the fl ight of planes! 

SKY SURFER AIRPLANE LAUNCHER
644216855308 • £16.99 INC. VAT
APPROX. 410 MM ASSEMBLED
GMSTA-31672

AGE 14+

Launches planes in a repeatable and consistent way...
...perfect for budding engineers (and real ones) who love to fl y airplanes!

S T E A M

design, launch angle, and force, affect the fl ight of planes! design, launch angle, and force, affect the fl ight of planes! 

THE ULTIMATE PAPER - AND MORE - AIRPLANE KIT

•  Easy to make in about 30 minutes – but not too easy,
life needs challenges!

•  Adjustable thruster will launch planes from 10 to over
50 feet – or more!

•  Comprehensive 20 page booklet with plane designs,
ideas, paper and card stock.



The Battering Ram was a formidable weapon, used to knock down 
walls and splinter the gates of fortresses, castles and villages 
throughout Europe and the Middle East for over 1,000 years.

*Figures not included

• Easy to make in about an hour or two • Natural untreated wood from sustainable forests
• All pieces pre-cut and ready to go • Parts are pegged for extra strength • Great instructions!

Originally invented by the ancient Assyrians around 900 years BCE it was widely 
used by the Greeks and Romans during sieges from Ancient to Medieval Times.
Now you can make your own authentic Battering Ram, to lay siege to small castles 
around the house, and remind you of a day when you could strike fear into the heart 
of entire villages with a swinging log in a moving house!
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*Figures not included

BATTERING RAM
644216855605 • £20.00 INC. VAT
APPROX 190 X 300 MM ASSEMBLED
GMSTA-32044

AGE 8+



QTY KIT Stock Code EAN RRP
(inc. VAT)

RRP
(ex. VAT)

Cost
(ex. VAT)

Packaging
H x W x D (mm)

Sky Surfer Airplane Launcher GMSTA-31672 644216855308 £16.99 £14.16 £7.08 180 x 350 x 55

Battering Ram GMSTA-32044 644216855605 £20.00 £16.67 £8.33 190 x 306 x 55

Da Vinci Bicycle GMSTA-31673 644216855704 £12.99 £10.03 £5.42 245 x 190 x 1

Customer:

Address:

Postcode:

Order Ref:

A/C Number:

Sales Rep:

Notes:

SEND YOUR ORDER TO:
GMC Publications,

166 High Street, Lewes, BN7 1XU

Tel: 01273 488005
Fax: 01273 402866

Email: orders@thegmcgroup.com
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DA VINCI BICYCLE
644216855704 • £12.99 INC. VAT
APPROX. 130 X 250 MM ASSEMBLED
GMSTA-31673

AGE 6+

This incredible bicycle image was discovered 
hidden in the Codex Atlanticus folio of 
Leonardo’s drawings and writings. Regarded 
by scholars as a drawing by one of his students, 
Salai, it remains a mystery how over 300 years 
before anyone was even thinking of a bicycle, 
Leonardo had come up with a design to move 
while balanced on two wheels.

WWW.GMCDISTRIBUTION.COM

Please refer to our Create & Build brochure to view the complete range of wooden kits

Channel your inner Leonardo
and make a working model of
one of his lost 15th century designs!
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